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TRANSIENTS — ABNORMAL AND OTHERWISE*

Joseph M. Hendrie
Department of Nuclear Energy

Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York 11973

Good evening. I extend my warm greetings to you. Especially to those of

you who are members of the American Nuclear Society and whose reasoned judgment

and clear perception of merit led you to vote for me in the recent Society

election.

I have always admired people who deal with transient phenomena. Your col-

leagues who study static systems have an easier time; they can contemplate their

subjects at leisure. They can stroll around, go to dinner, climb a mountain,

and when they return all will be as they left it — unchanged. But your objects

of interest move and change in various ways and sometimes abruptly. One

untimely sneeze and you have missed the whole thing. It is a difficult field,

this study of transients, and I am honored to be with you at this meeting.

In a moment of introspection, I wondered why I was included in this dis-

tinguished company. But on reflection, I find that I have experience with as-

sorted kinds of transients. In fact, tht -inning of my career in nuclear en-

gineering was on a transient experiment on the old Brookhaven Graphite Reactor.

That was so long ago that it seldom comes to mind. It strikes me that few among

you would remember those days. Would you believe that in those days we came to

work in black frock coats and stove-pipe hats? And that we threw them in the
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air when President Lincoln came to wish us well? No? Well, I probably exag-

gerate a little bit. Actually, it was Teddy Roosevelt. "Bully reactor", he

said, "Bully".

Anyway, the Brookhaven Graphite Reactor was a grand machine. It was one of

the best research reactors ever built and provided neutrons for research for a

long time. It was an r.ii- r. led, graphite-moderated, natural uranium-fueled

machine. Later on we r.fueled it with enriched uranium.

The containment was a fine classical industrial building with handsome

brick walls and large glass windows. The air cooling meant that five great

blowers sucked a quarter-million cubic feet per minute of air through the chan-

nels of the core and ejected the exhaust air at four or five hundred degrees

Fahrenheit up an enormous stack. Thai: stack, which was a forerunner of the very

high coal-fired plant stacks of more recent times, was over 300 feet high, and

that was measured from the top of what passes for a high hill on Long Island.

The stack was 17 feet in inside diameter at the top and even with the blowers

off and the pile shut down, there was always enough of a draft at the bottom to

blow your hat off if you opened the inspection port. When the reactor was run-

ning, with the blowers all going and the exhaust air hot, the plume from the

stack went straight up into the sky, punched holes in any cloud cover, and, for

all I know, went straight into orbit.

That stack was the greatest radioactive waste disposal facility I've ever

seen. We put something like seven or eight thousand curies of argon-41 a day up

the stack. Occasionally a fuel element would leak and let out some fission

gases. Once in a while those old natural uranium fuel slugs would grow in an

odd way and breach the aluminum can and a chunk of spent fuel would go into the
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exhaust stream. Never mind. It went up that stack headed for outer space and

was never seen again.

My experiment was to measure the temperature coefficient of the pile during

an annealing run. The graphite reactor had to be annealed periodically to re-

lieve the radiation damage in the graphite. The annealing runs were done by

running the machine at low power and restricting the cooling so that the whole

graphite core block, rose in temperature above the annealing threshold. That

relatively isothermal condition of the pile made for ideal temperature coeffi-

cient measurements.

The reactivity changes due to graphite temperature were measured by a

series of period measurements. Those were done with a stopwatch, and the data

were reduced by slide rule as they came in. In the 30 years since those days,

the instrumentation for that sort of measurement has gotten very much more

sophisticated. I feel constrained, however, to point out that with stopwatch

and slide rule and graph paper, we knew precisely where we were and what we were

doing minute by minute throughout the entire run.

There were a couple of delightful aspects to the graphite reactor in those

annealing runs. The first was that it was the most sensitive barometric instru-

ment on Long Island. The nitrogen content of the air drawn in to cool the re-

actor was a slight neutron poison. With the machine cooking quietly along at a

megawatt or so, you could track the slightest changes in barometric pressure by

the reactivity effect. If the barometric pressure was decreasing, there would

be- slightly less nitrogen per cubic foot of incoming air and thus slightly less

neutron poison in the air in the core. That would show up as a positive re-

activity and the pile would drift slightly supercritical and begin to rise on a
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slow period. You could track the barometric pressure over several days during

the annealing run by plotting control rod positions to maintain critical.

The second aspect was that from a reactivity standpoint the graphite re-

actor was very nearly a point reactor. The kinetics were therefore fairly

clean-cut. By comparison, the reactivity control of today's large light water

reactors is more like herding cattle than controlling a precision machine. That

is, reactivity control of a modern light water reactor is a natter of control-

ling the aggregate motion of a large number of individual critical regions that

together form the core.

Later on, I worked on a project that was sort of all transient and no

steady state at all. It was a pulsed fast reactor. It was to have plutonium

fuel and sodium cooling end to be pulsed by swinging a pair of reflector blocks

past the core. There was a big, fast rotor and a smaller, slower rotor, going

in opposite directions. When the rotor tips lined up next to the core, the

excess reactivity shot up to maybe ten dollars and the reactor let loose a whale

of a power pulse. Upwards of five thousand megawatts from a 60-litre core. The

p-ulse would have a width at half-maximum of about 90 microseconds and the peak

power density would be up around 200 megawatts per litre of core volume. The

fuel temperature would rise during that power pulse at a rate of about two mil-

lion degress Fahrenheit per second.

Now that is a power transient worth talking about. It is probably a good

thing ve never got to build that machine. In those days the government reactors

were reviewed by the regulatory staff and the ACRS in a process that paralleled

the reviews of commercial plants. I have often wondered what the staff would

have made of our pulsed reactor. It was only 30 megawatts average power, but
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I don't think the staff was ready for those five thousand megawatt pulses or for

that large reflector rotor that developed about Mach One at the tip and would

cut a slice off the core if there was excessive vibration in the shaft.

As a producer of time-dependent problems to be analyzed, our pulsed fast

reactor was a machine of unparalleled excellence. One of the problems was the

question of fuel pin fauigue failure from inertial stresses. The power pulse

and the accompanying temperature pulse in the fuel were so fast that the fuel

pin did not have time to respond by expanding to match the temperature rise. On

each power pulse, the fuel pins would suddenly find themselves much too short

for the temperature to which they had abruptly risen. The result would be an

axial expansion of the fuel pins at the propagation velocity of sound in the pin

material. The power pulse would be over and long gone but the fuel pins would

be left with inertial stress waves traveling up and down them for a number of

cycles until the internal friction would finally damp them out. Calculating all

of that and trying to decide what the fatigue limit would be in those conditions

was a really splendid problem. We hadn't solved it when the project was termi-

nated. As I say, it is probably a good thing we did not build that machine.

1 have some experience with other matters that involve transients. ATWS,

for instance. For the few to whom that is a new word, it is the way we pro-

nounce the letters A-T-W-S. It stands for Anticipated transients Without jjcram.

I could hardly come to a meeting on transients and not say something about

ATWS. I was around on the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards when E. P.

Epler invented ATWS. In service on the ACRS, the regulatory staff, and the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, I have spent enough time being lectured to about

ATWS to have completd the residence requirements for a doctorate in Medieval
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Literature. And, I must tell you, a degree in Medieval Literature would have

been almost as much help in understanding ATWS and what to do about it as all of

those interminable hours I have spent listening to the experts of government and

industry on this most arcane subject.

It is going on a decade and a half since I first heard Epler on the subject

and there are arguments still going on about whether ATWS is a sufficient menace

to plant integrity to require protective measures or not. On the other hand,

events of recent times, notably the failure of half the rods to scram at a

Brown's Ferry unit and the recent Salem scram breaker failures, suggest that we

ought to stop arguing and make some changes.

Now, if ATWS is a problem, for whatever reason, I have already solved that

problem twice. The first time was in 1973. That solution is contained in a

notable volume entitled WASH-1270. It separated the plants into classes accord-

ing to age and whether they were in or out of construction, and said this group

do this and that group do that, and you fellows that are not too far along ought

really to fix the problem, and come in by 1976 and let's see what your designs

look like.

It seemed like a reasonable proposition at the time and I can remember

Manning Muntzing, who was then Director of Regulation and who has more lately

been our President of the American Nuclear Society, asking me about a month

after WASH-1270 had been published why he was not getting cries of rage from

every quarter. I pointed out that the art of successful regulation, like the

art of successful taxation, was in easing the feathers off the goose without

disturbing the bird.

Anyway, the WASH-1270 proposition raised some interesting possiblities from

industry design groups. The best one, to my way of thinking, was one from
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Combustion Engineering. That was to install some concentrated boric acid poison

tanks driven by high pressure nitrogen accumulators and connected at the dis-

charges of the reactor coolant pumps with something like explosive-driven,

diaphragm-sealed valves. If instruments or the operator saw an anticipated

transient and no scram, the valves would fire, the poison would go into the pump

discharge water stream, and would be carried rapidly into the reactor vessel to

shut down the core.

Unfortunately, the regulatory staff was holding out in those days for a

backup shutdown system that would have the same performance standards as the con-

trol rod system, that is, shut down when needed with no fuel damage. The liquid

poison injection system had a time constant comparable to the circulation time

of the primary system, that is, twenty to thirty seconds, and it shut down the

core all right, but not quite in time to avoid some of the hotter fuel rods de-

veloping leaks. So the staff rejected the liquid poison proposition as not

meeting their ad_ hoc requirements. 1 had left the game by that time, but I sus-

pect the staff was engaged in a sort of standard staff practice to press and see

how far you could go with one of these requirements. In this case, they kept

pressing a little too long and the offer got withdrawn in favor of more and more

complicated analyses to show that ATWS was not a problem. So my 1973 solution

didn't go anywhere.

Later on, in the closing days of my tenure on the Nuclear Regulatory Com-

mission, I proposed an ATWS rule that had two parts. The first part had some

hardware requirements to fix obvious deficiencies. Things like the reactor cool-

ant pump trip that has already been installed in all of the boiling water re-

actors. The second part was a requirement that plants develop a reliability

engineering program for their protection and scram systems. My thought was to
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get people who understood each individual plant to sit down and think carefully

and methodically about the ways in which scram action might be defeated when it

was needed. I will claim that if two or three clever people had been thinking

along those lines at the Salem plant, a year cr two ago, there is a reasonable

likelihood that the recent Salem events would have been forestalled.

This last ATWS proposition of mine did not get a very good press from

either the regulatory staff or tha industry side, although in a spasm of gener-

osity my colleagues on the Commission voted to publish it for public comment.

The complaint about my ATWS rule, from both industry and regulatory staff sides,

was that the reliability engineering program requirement was not specific

enough. The industry people didn't want to be told to go and think carefully

about a subject; they wanted to know what specific steps they should take to

satisfy what might become a regulatory requirement. Their concern seemed to be

whether or not they could easily satisfy the formal requirements that might flow

from the rule rather than whether they might learn something from thinking

innovatively about a prospecive problem.

The regulatory staff didn't like my proposition on reliability engineering

initiatives because these were not framed in detailed and specific terms. My

rule, in essence, said that each plant operator was to lay out a reliability en-

gineering program for his protection and scram system and to tell the regulatory

staff about it in due time. The regulatory staff didn't like that very much be-

cause it didn't have any clear and specific points against which they could en-

force the rule if it were put in place. The staff has always been very big on

enforcement of rules and license requirements. My reliability engineering

requirement didn't seem to have any clearly-defined enforceable points in it,

and so the staff wasn't much taken with it.
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I may not get a chance to propose a third solution to the ATWS problem, if

it is a problem, because the Commission seems about to act on an ATWS rule. I

am sure it will have lots of good enforceable points in it, and I hope it all

turns out to be as effective as I think either of my two ATWS solutions would

have been.

In nuclear plant operation, the aim is to get the machine at power and

operating smoothly and to keep it there for a long time. Operating crews that

manage two and three hundred-day uninterrupted runs get congratulations from the

front office and the general admiration of their peers. But there are not very

many long, uninterrupted runs like that. Relays hang up, valves malfunction,

and the ubiquitous instrument technicians will cram their screwdrivers into the

wrong places. Plant upsets are bound to occur, although not at the excessive

rate that seems to be American standard practice.

Since one of the principles of banquet speaking is to discover the obvi-

ous, I will point out that from a risk standpoint it is quite as good to

diminish the rate of challenge to plant safety systems as it is to increase the

likelihood of successfully meeting those challenges. I have been looking at

some numbers for reactor trips that suggest 1983 is going to be a banner year

for challenges to reactor protection systems. Gary Bolahan of the NRC, who col-

lects and analyzes this sort of information, has kindly shared his data with me.

In recent years, American plants have been averaging between five and six

reactor trips a year. That is an average for the whole industry, of course, and
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the trip rate varies substantially from plant to plant. The average trip rate

has actually been trending slightly downward in the last few years: 5.9, 5.8,

and 5.5 trips per unit-year for 1980, f81, and '82. The rate for 1983, extrap-

olated from data through the end of August, would be 6.8 trips per unit. That

is a rather uncouth increase of some 24% in the average reactor trip rate over

1982.

While those numbers are fresh in mind, I will cite two other interesting

statistics. The first is that for reactors recently started in operation, that

is, within about two years of startup, the average reactor trip rate in 1982 was

11.5 per unit, compared to the all-industry average of 5.5. That is consistent

with the conventional wisdom that units coming into operation go through a

shakedown period for both staff and equipment. It is, however, a rather high

trip rate and deserves some work to get it down.

The second statistic is that 24 operating units in Japan had a total of 7

reactor trips in 1982 for an average rate of 0.3 trips per unit-year, compared

to the American average of 5.5. 1982 seems to have been a very good year for

reactor operation in Japan. I understand that a more normal rate in Japan is

between 1 and 2 reactor trips per unit-year. That is still a lot better than

current American practice and, even allowing for some differences in defini-

tions, again suggests that we have substantial room for improvement.

My initial thought, in looking at the overall numbers on reactor trip

rates, and particularly at the substantial increase in the 1983 rate, was that a

lot of those reactor trips were probably spurious. That is, some equipment mal-

function or personnel error had caused a reactor trip that was unnecessary to

protect the plant. There are, indeed, a number of spurious trips in the data,

but fewer than I had thought. For the 1983 data that are in hand, something
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like 1/4 to 1/3 of the total number of reactor trips are spurious. The rest of

them, the great majority, were needed to protect the plant because a personnel

error or equipment malfunction, or some other operational event, occurred that

created a transient which required a reactor scram.

Looking further at the 1983 data to see if it is the people or the equip-

ment that caused all those trips, the honors appear to be pretty evenly split at

this point. In the personnel error category, contrary to what you might have

guessed, trips caused by personnel errors during surveillance testing amount to

less than one-third of the trips from personnel errors of all kinds.

These are very interesting data and are worthy of some careful study by

plant operating staffs. They are particularly worth studying at those plants

where the reactor trip rate is significantly above the industry average.

I suppose that an appeal to reduce the rate at which reactor protection

systems are challenged might be poorly received by a group of people who study

transients and might be regarded as a restraint of trade message. Please accept

my assurances that operating staffs are not about to eliminate all personnel er-

rors and equipment failures and other sources of transients. Your skills and

best efforts will be needed urgently as far into the future as I can see.

Since some plant upsets and transients are inevitable in operation, it be-

hooves us, as many here have pointed out before me, to study transient phenomena

so that we understand them and can manage them to prevent more serious events.

The study of transient phenomena in reactors is a long-standing and honorable

practice that goes back to the very beginning of the business. In the early

days, it had mostly to do with point reactor kinetics. It is a much broader

field now and includes such esoteric matters as space-dependent kinetics,

thermal and hydraulic phenomena, and probabilistic risk assessment techniques.
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Transient management Is a newer art and is still in the development phase.

Some of you may have been busy with your own work and not have paid much atten-

tion to this new field. It is really quite simple. I can explain the whole

thing to you in a hundred words, as follows.

The essentials of transient management are first, to see where the machine

is going, and second, to plan ahead. The objective of transient management is

to achieve the three fundamental conditions of reactor safety. Those are also

very simple. They are to shut down the nuclear reaction, to keep the core cov-

ered with water, and to remove the afterheat. In the event of a planned upset,

the transient managers use standard and special instrumentation to see what is

going on and what the plant condition is and, using emergency operating proce-

dures and their knowledge of the plant, maneuver plant systems so as to carry

out the essential safety functions of shutting down the core, keeping it

covered, and taking out the afterheat.

So, see where you are and plan ahead: that is transient management. I

told you it was simple; practically nothing to it. I know, you're going to say

it's a lot more complicated than that and I didn't mention any of the details or

cautions. But you have to remember that I'm the banquet speaker. I give you

the big picture. If you want all that detailed stuff, you have to go listen to

the papers.

There are a couple of more detailed comments that I want to make, however.

One has to do with the "see where you are going" part of transient management.

Being able to see what the reactor is doing and the condition of plant systems

is absolutely essential for successful transient management.

We have decided that conventional control room instrumentation is not as

good as it should be in this regard. The safety parameter display board was
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first conceived as a gathering together in one place of a dozen or so of the es-

sential reactor parameter indicators so that in the event of a transient, the

operators did not have to run up and down the control room to see what was going

on. The safety parameter display systems that are under development by various

industry groups go well beyond that initial simple concept. They use color

television screens hooked to the plant computers and show all sorts of system

diagrams and functions and parameter values. That is a very good thing for suc-

cessful transient management and I look forward to the implementation of these

systems on operating plants. I hope 1 do not have to wait much longer for gen-

eral implementation of these systems. They have been developed far enough so

that operating plants can begin to place orders, and I encourage that order-

placing to start.

A caution is in order here. As the system designs become more sophis-

ticated, there may be a tendency for them to become more engineer-directed than

operator-directed. Now these systems should indeed be used by and useful for

engineers, but the initial or top-level displays in the system hierarchy ought

to be reserved for operator use and designed to fit operator needs and capa-

bilities. The operators' displays ought to show just the essential plant

conditions and, most important, in a manner that allows the operators to sense

intuitively in which directions they must maneuver the plant to keep within

safety limits. I think that is the intent of the designers of these systems and

my caution is just to remind them to stick to it.

Another comment has to do wf;h the "plan ahead" part of transient manage-

ment. We are now moving to symptom-based emergency procedures. We have

improved operator training in dealing with plant upsets and transients. We have

shift technical advisors ready at hand with special er~-'neering and accident
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analysis training. We have a developing field of transient management. Those

are all good things in the "plan ahead" department.

The new emergency operating procedures, once shaken down and understood,

provide a much better prescription for what to do in a transient than the old

procedures. And with better operator training, with the technical advisors at

hand, with transient management concepts, shift crews are much better prepared

to use the emergency procedures correctly.

They are also much better prepared to know when it is time to go outside

procedures to avoid a serious event. We have provided and encouraged this lat-

ter capability — the capability of the shift crew to think for itself in off-

normal conditions. And that is all to the good.

But now a caution to the regulators, particularly the inspectors. Watch

out that you do not paralyze this capability by being interested only in adher-

ence to procedures as the measure of proper operation, rather than in what was

needed and appropriate at the time. I raise this caution because I observe a

certain amount of nit-picking at operating plants over adherence to procedures,

and the inspector's interpretation of procedures at that, regardless of plant

circumstances. You regulators have to be willing to take account of plant con-

ditions that may make operator actions other than rigid adherence to procedures

the best course.

Most of the time, correctly following emergency procedures ±s_ the best

course. But once in a while, circumstances will be such as to make some devi-

ations from procedures appropriate. The regulatory system has to make allow-

ance for such cases, or it will drive operators to behave as though plant safety

was less important than blindly following procedures.
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You may have noticed that I have gotten rather well along in this speech

without mentioning Three Mile Island. That's because it is not one of my

favorite transients. You recall the famous words of the man who was about to be

hung before a large gathering in the town square: "If it weren't for the honor

of the thing, I'd just as soon have stayed at home." Actually, Three Mile Is-

land was a whole set of transients, but that doesn't make it any more likeable.

You may have seen one of those coupled oscillator toys. There will be a

row of three or four or a dozen little steel balls all hanging on rods that con-

nect to a common support bar. You push the ball on the end and it oscillates

back and forth. After a bit it slows down and stops and the next ball begins to

oscillate. Then that ball slows down and the next one starts to oscillate. And

so on.

Three Mile Island worked that way. First, the reactor and the operators

did their transient. Nobody else did much of anything. Oh, the NRC got some

people over to the site, but not much else happened. After the operators were

about through, and the reactor was stabilized, the various human institutions

began to oscillate. The NRC, the press and electronic media, the rest of the

Federal government, and a lot of people in Pennsylvania, each group in turn went

through its transient. Some of those people, Congressional subcommittee staff

people mostly, still seem to be oscillating and exciting one another.

But, like it or not, Three Mile Island was a very illuminating experience.

It showed that none of us were prepared for competent transient management. The

operators at that unit certainly were not prepared and the unit managers didn't
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do much better when they arrived and took charge. The NRC wasn't very well

prepared either.

The obvious deficiencies revealed by Three Mile Island have been remedied

by now and we are much better prepared on all levels to deal with plant upsets.

But let's not stop here. We need to keep working on transient analysis, to

improve our techniques, and understand these things better.

We need to keep working on the symptom-based emergency operating procedures

and on shift crew training, particularly on plant-specific simulators with im-

proved caprbility.

We need to improve the computer-based plant safety status displays now

under development and the built-in computational and analytical capabilities of

these systems to collect and correlate the information available in plant com-

puters and to present it in improved formats.

We need to develop further the concept of transient management as a func-

tion of senior people on shift who have special training in assessing overall

plant status in off-normal conditions and in planning the best course to recover

the plant to normal conditions.

This meeting, the first ANS topical meeting on operational transients, is

evidence of the importance of the subject and the interest in it. 1 commend the

organizers of this meeting and the authors of the many interesting papers being

presented here for their fine efforts. The work is well underway. Let us all

speed it along.

Thank you.
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